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Michael J. Zimmer
� Executive in Residence, Ohio University Russ School of Engineering and Voinovich School for Leadership and Public Affairs; 

Consortium for Energy, Economics and Environment (2006-current).

� Washington Counsel, Microgrid Institute (2013-current).

� Former Senior Counsel, Thompson Hine, LLP, Washington, D.C. (2004 – 13, retired)

� Director, two terms at Power Generating, Inc. renewable energy company and other company advisory boards; Director and 
Chairman, Sphere E, Inc. (2011 – 13).

� NIBS, Council on Finance, Insurance & Real Estate, Board of Directors (2015-current)

� Rated in 2012 Top Rated Lawyers Guide to Energy/Environmental/Natural Resources Law, and rated in 2013 Euromoney LMG Clean 
Tech Top 100 in US; 2013 American Lawyer and Martindale Hubbell “Top Rated Lawyer in Energy/Environment Land Use”

� Former Co-Chair, American Bar Association (“ABA”) Renewable and Distributed Energy Resources Committee (2008-10).

� Former Co-Chair ABA Energy and Environmental Markets and Finance Committee (2010-12), currently in ABA SEER Section 
capacities on book publishing (2012 - current).

� Legal Advisor, Capital Markets Partnership for U.S. building finance (2008-11), Americans for Community Development (2009-).

� Member, USGBC Energy Atmospheric TAG Committee (2005-09); ASTM BEPA Legal Subcommittee (2009-10) on green buildings.

� Best rating in nation for Martindale & Hubbell (1989-2012) - highest rated for 20 years for legal quality and ethics. 

� Member, Strategic Advisory Committee American Council on Renewable Energy (ACORE); former Vice-Chair, ACORE Biomass 
Coordinating Council.  Current advisories on microgrids, dispersed power generation, social impact bonds, P3’s, energy efficiency, and 
infrastructure finance.

� Public Utilities Fortnightly, Ground Breaking Lawyers Award (2009) for renewables and cogeneration work; 2013 Who’s Who of 
Procurement Lawyers; Martindale Hubbell Washington, DC and Baltimore’s Top Rated Lawyers (2012-13).

� Rated in Who’s Who in International Project Finance Law.

� Moderator and Co-Editor or Contributor, Ohio Energy Report (2006), Ohio Advanced Manufacturing (2011), Ohio Climate Change 
(2010-11) and Ohio Shale Energy Supply Chain (2012), Voinovich School for Leadership and Public Affairs, Ohio University.

� Chapter author with Matthew Bender, Inc., Urban Land Institute, Government Institutes and ABA publications on various clean tech, 
energy, cogeneration, climate change, financial and green building topics.
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Overview
� Future short term reliance on an old, inefficient and antiquated coal 

power generation system is not a strong foundation for the future nor 
will it keep the state competitive.

� Distributed generation and storage is key to grid modernization, T&D
investment, customer energy use management, load retention, cost 
reductions, and better integration of diverse suppliers, energy 
efficiency and demand side management (“DSM”).

� New alternatives offer faster delivery, less project risks, better 
environmental and cost results – and what is the role of the utility?

� But, watch fuels, cost of capital, quality of service, reliability, 
resiliency and cybersecurity issues.
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Modernization

� Modernization , efficiency, advanced technologies, distributed generation with smart grids and 
waste heat recapture are a better building block for the 21st century.  All Ohioans benefit and 
not just certain utilities and Western coal companies as utility service is consumer driven.

� New sources of capital for alternatives at retail investor level

� Customer-driven utility solutions, more personalized and market driven

� technology

� choice, independence

� utility service and not commodity sales at regulated price

� Includes new business models for utility to survive

� Need for regulatory, rate relief and rate design changes with consequence of technology and 
policy creating new economics

� Solar collaboration with utilities, vendors

� Affordability with universal services

� Stakeholders not just shareholders
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Business Models

� The utility business model and state fuels strategy must change to 
capitalize on energy technologies, fuels diversity and innovations 
available from Ohio based companies. 

� Attacks on renewables and efficiency to 2017 vs. BAU case.

� Competition – Jobs & Manufacturing – Fair Wages – Workforce 
Talent from the new models.

� Ohio needs end user self-help and customer driven recognition. 
Load has value, is a customer and not a mere price taker and seeks 
completion of the deregulation pact struck in 1999, and funded.

� Made in Ohio and the Midwest using innovative technologies offers a 
better jobs future and cost advantage for Ohio when coupled with 
improved energy infrastructure investment.
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Electricity Transformation/Energy Resolution

� The future will not be built on old technologies using 19th century fuels run through 20th century energy 
infrastructure provided by foreign fuel suppliers.  First energy revolution was shale energy.  The next revolution 
is global energy efficiency and microgrids.  After 2020, the driver will be electric smart grid and energy storage.  
Post 2030 will be driven by breakthroughs in materials science, modular nuclear and fusion.

� Stewardship – Capitalism – Competition – Environment – Capital/Wages

� Universal service – affordability vs. tiers of service may evolve

� Resource, wastes and water impacts; air and public health benefits

� Fuels, natural gas, and others

� Subsidies/incentives/cost of capita;/competitive advantage/tax reforms

� Externalities and sustainability

� Millennials as consumers are changing markets

� Competitive markets, new pricing and power marketing 2.0, aggregation

� Smart cities

� Distributed generation with storage

� T&D investment
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Ohio Utilities

� Ohio utility scene is changing and not for the better.  Dayton P&L has changed hands.  Duke Generation has been 
sold, as is AEP Generation likely under consideration, so that leaves First Energy.  Retail rates have increasing 
already and wholesale rates are slated to rise.  T&D costs have been postponed, and will be real driver this next 
decade.  Watch Ohio utilities seek stranded cost recovery for the same generation and some wires assets.  That is 
a new challenge to fulfill deregulation benefits fully funded since 1999.

� Ohio coal plant cost recovery pending before PUCO could reach $3 billion of costs.

� Rollback of energy efficiency, renewables and DSM in Ohio within SB. 310

� There is little nexus left to customer, community, stakeholders nor manufacturing sectors – except for the muni and 
coop providers like AMP Ohio.  All utility business is becoming transactional and little left that is relationship driven.  
The PUCO web of complexity is only confusing, and offers opaque economics with little transparency nor value to 
customer.

� Ratemaking, rate design will come under continuing structuring and review.  Regulation is increasingly, anti-
competitive, anti-market and anti-consumer based on regulatory standards set in decades of the past.

� Fossil based infrastructure, capital and regulation feeds into reliability and resource adequacy.

� Pace, nature of renewables integration is escalating.

� Location, smart cities and new distribution services

� Grid independence, but at what cost for insurance?
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Challenges Ahead
� Utilities will merge or sell away generation to reach a national scale proposition like Duke Energy, 

AEP, Exelon or Xcel, or become lower margin G&T companies for back up capacity and some 
transmission services.  Nuclear, renewables or carbon capture required for climate change will 
become too costly for governments to support in a race against time – meaning more adaptation, 
resilience, distributed generation and energy storage alternatives grounded in better technologies 
are necessary.

� Natural gas costs – renewables costs are changing.  DG avoids T&D costs and has value for load 
pockets and resilience.

� Are we shifting resilience benefit for a cybersecurity and privacy cost?

� What is future of gas or electric service?  Natural gas reliance is fragile.  Why? Gas/electric 
coordination.

� Are cities smart that rely on fragile T&D grids, load pocket constraints and not modern 
generation?

� Do US standards promote grid interoperability, removal of market barriers or instead electric 
market monopolies or oligarchies?

� Ohio grid and infrastructure is old for electrity and fuels? Increased electrity imports, with 
escalating fuel exports.

� Finding the value added?
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Technology
� A technology driven future changes the economics, drives customer choice and is more 

market driven relying on:

� Energy efficiency, resiliency and resource integration

� Solar and other distributed generation (DG)

� Demand side management (DSM)

� Smart grids, advanced metering

� Microgrids

� Energy storage, batteries

� Materials science, nano tech & graphene

� Fuel cells, electric vehicles (EV’s)

� Waste heat, combined heat & power, cogeneration

� Energy management, IT, higher performance buildings
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Future
� Shale gas provides DG a boost, with supply and technology to reduce 

foreign supply dependence.  The power balance shifts and US exports are 
a “wild card” as to longevity, price, volatility and impact on electricity prices.

� retention of more local benefits in Ohio with “value add”

� home heating and cooling

� advanced manufacturing, data centers

� polymers and chemicals

� separate stewardship, environmental protection, water and public 
health

� price volatility, terms and “bridge” to what after 2025?

� Utility role is not yet determined with its competitive edge of customer 
knowledge, safety and grid integration and lower costs of capital.

� Shift from fuel centric focus to customer service needs; reliability to 
resilience.
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� Energy technologies, microgrids and DG are a spring board to major cost savings, sustainability to reduce costs of 
environmental compliance, O&M, and shaving peaks while reducing volatility and offering stability along with other 
IT tools. 

� Utilities face the challenge of adaptation, cultural change, technology and talent access in a market demanding:

� Reduced energy consumption through energy, operating efficiency because we can no longer pay

� Reduced carbon emission through fuels diversity, renewables and a wider supply portfolio

� Grid and T&D efficiency using a two way, net transfer smart grid 

� Grid flexibility with resilience to handle DG, CHP, renewables, DSM

� New customer services as price is no longer the sine qua non of service

� Energy is 19% of US. GDP, and electricity represents $364 billion in annual sales.  Who wants it?

� Water

� Cybersecurity protection
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� You will see power companies become more customer interactive for self-gain similar to 
mobile phone companies.  You will see revised tariffs, unbundling surcharge/riders and 
free allowances to protect the old model and margins, along with new T&D rates.  This 
will foster a value based, time of day transactive pricing model in a decade that will seek 
to replace market rates and cost of service pricing.

� No one model will survive for utilities, there will be more joint ventures and new service 
providers.

� Structural changes will be needed:

� To address special markets – healthcare, campuses, military. data centers

� To preserve vertical integration where maintained

� To plan for a T&D system that recognizes potential of local/regional resources

� To foster independent, neutral operations of the distribution system

� Driven by more independent generation

� Muni, cooperative services
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Energy retail gas and power marketing will decline with DG and smarter options unless the marketers 
adopt third party energy service models that require more capital.  Utilities will joint venture with tech and 
IT companies and industrials will venture with marketers, energy management companies to counter and 
keep them honest.

� Codes of Conduct

� Rate cases, formula rates

� Privacy, customer data ownerships

� Competition in monopoly markets

� Performance based ratemaking

� Revenue decoupling

� Essential bottleneck facilities

� Corporate structures, joint ventures

� Just and reasonable rates

� Ancillary services, pricing

� Franchises, public rights of way

� Hybrid rates

� Federal-state jurisdiction

� Regulation – lite structures

Regulation will need to change
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� Regulation can no longer balance supply availability, reliability or 
resilience with affordability and environmental impacts.  Sound 
energy policy needs more funding, enforcement, better data and a 
better quality result for the complexities of the future.

� Greater deregulation.  To foster innovation for lower costs and 
increased services.

� Future issues will need resolution by stakeholders, utilities and state 
commissions.
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� Utility capital access and rate advantages will decline with other market players 
as they enter.  Growth of energy or infrastructure banks, on utility billing, PACE 
2.0 and other incentives, along with retail access to capital in yield co’s, ETF’s, 
MIPs and green bonds will bear monitoring.  

� A positive integrated energy policy should center on energy technology and pro 
customer choice, infrastructure support, housing and work force development, 
small business and supply chain support for energy management and financing 
to foster an innovation and entrepreneurship environment. Utilities and 
supportive state policies, and more partnering within the private sector and 
public/private partnerships will be required to meet the service and affordability 
goals of consumers in the 21st century.


